History Making Horses

gaggle of girlfriends when we returned. She remembers hearing
the trailer slam-banging and cachunking, thumping and screaming,
long before she saw it rocking to a stop. That’s when we told her,
“Honey, we have your new horse inside. His name is El Pastor.”

El Pastor

In the late 60’s and 70’s, the Paso Fino population was so small
that every horse, ready or not, was needed to support the shows.
While Pastor was eventually trained, we can still say he was never
completely broken. His indomitable spirit was an integral part of
his greatness as a show horse and in the heritage he transmitted to
his foals. Whether it was with brios or bruises, “heart” or hurt, we
looked between his ears for enough miles to accrue some pretty
impressive credits.

By Henrietta Ratliff

When Robin learned there was to be a Pastor article, she said,
“Oh, Mom, tell them about the scene.” “What scene?” I thought.
Everything El Pastor did was a scene. Like, the “scene” he caused
when he discarded his costume in the Costume class. Problem
was, I was still in it. I landed upside down with yards of ruffles
over my head and lots of basics exposed. In the 60’s, there was
another “scene” when again he shied from the proffered blue
ribbon in a rollback and in a funnel cloud of dust, I was hustled off
to a hospital. Believe it or not, Cese Figueroa, in a grand gesture
of friendship, completed the day’s schedule by riding El Pastor in
Versatility, a class in which he had never before participated. Yep,
that Versatility: the one with a canter and, at that time, a jump.
Back then Cese did not believe serious Pasos should canter, but
as a kindness (he probably thought I was dying), he flat walked,
he cantered, he hurtled; he and Pastor won a first in my absence.
Have I ever thanked you, Cese?

But the scene that looms largest in my mind, like a sketch in black
and gray, is the auction in West Broward when El Pastor first
became ours. I can still see it, feel it and smell it. It was dusk,
and the dampness was more earthy than tropical. The dilapidated
auction barn was lined with creaking bench seats 5-high, and
cigarette smoke seeped out between the cracked boards to
mix with ambient odors – hay, beer and manure. Unseen stock
animals shuffled and snorted in the dark, the crowd mumbled, car
doors slammed and babies whimpered. Even before we entered,
the sharp crack of the gavel dominated all other sounds with its
finality. The benches were packed with horsemen in plaid shirts
and scuffed boots. Entertainment might be glitzy 30 miles east

Above: El Pastor and Robin Ratliff 1970

on Miami Beach, but a half hour drive away, the palms turned to
paddocks and the glitz became grit. We were in horse country on
Saturday night. We wedged ourselves onto the top row between
a couple of cowboys who had not bathed recently and waited for
that special horse to appear. It was December, 1967.

Pastor began winning Conformation Championships in 1971 as
well as Versatility; our confidence in him was kindled. It flamed
again in ’72 when he won Horse of the Year and the highest
title then possible in the Paso show world – GRAND NATIONAL
CHAMPION. That particular title depended on total points across
all the classes. The award structure has changed a lot, hasn’t it?

El Pastor came from Colombia, South America, in one of two
elite herds that included Muneco LaCE, Farol, Mar de Plata LaCE,
Coral, Lunares, and Malsama. The Colombian cowboys wanted
their herd sold so they could return to their families for Christmas.
And, El Pastor, the rascal, was not exactly your grandmother’s
go-to-market mount. He was the last. Thus, he was consigned to
the stock-horse auction for a quick sale at whatever loss.

Well, a hundred was bid; then two hundred; then two-fifty. The
bidding was slowing and I thought we’d get him for three and
change. Just then there was a shout in a voice I knew so well: “A
thousand up here.” The bidding stopped. My heart stopped. El
Pastor was ours but so much for our bargain. My husband hurried
off to arrange transport and I began preparing a lecture (series) on
auction economics. Pastor enchanted us, employed us, instructed
us, distinguished us and humbled us repeatedly until 2000. The
lecture lasted at least that long.
Eleven year old Robin was overnighting at the barn with a giggly
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Our Pastorlings cinched a placement for El Pastor on the Top Ten
Sire’s list for 20 years. Eight times he was Sire of the Year. Many
unknown mares popped into prominence on the Top Ten Mares
list due to their spring dance with Pastor. We began selecting his
cohabiters with greater care but it didn’t matter. He seemed to
improve them all.
At one point in the late 80’s, research revealed that El Pastor was
the only Paso to have a National Champion son or daughter in
every single National Show division from Agility to Fino, including
Performance, Pleasure and all the specialty classes. I think that
accolade might still be true since Agility was only offered one
year.
When he was finished “putting on heirs,” Pastor retired with
great dignity. Liberated from bothersome testosterone by age, he
meandered around Greener Pastures unrestrained. He visited the
colts, sharing their hay, chatted up the mares he once knew in
a biblical sense, and followed Robin on her training horses. He
would grab a carrot from an astonished client, a scratch from the
blacksmith, and still avoid the vet because he wasn’t completely
senile. We loved him then and love him still. Pastor died at 37,
succumbing in death as he did in life – when he was ready.

We had developed our conformation preferences in our quarter
horse decade and in our “form to function” paradigm, El Pastor
was the best of the Colombian imports. He had straight legs,
flawless hocks, a round rump, an expedient shoulder slant, and
balance, balance, balance. We wanted him from the beginning
but were hoping for a going-out-of-business bargain. The crowd
hushed when he appeared; they had clearly never seen such an
animal; he gaited in proudly, curious and defiant; the bidding
began.
“Hey, looky here. This here little horse has got some juice in his
git-along, don’t he? He’s built all downhill, folks. Jes you look at
the fire in them eyes. He come all the way from Sou’ America and
they calls him a Paaaso Fiiino. Who’ll give a hundert? Do I hear
a hundert?”

Meanwhile, the PFOBA heavyweights (that might have been George
LaHood and Rosalie MacWilliam) were studying the prepotency
of the breed’s stallions. Their goal was to recognize those sires
that most consistently passed breed-positive traits to their progeny.
They were breed-building. The result: FOUNDATION HORSE EL
PASTOR. That was the title PFOBA gave him. To us, this was and
still is the greatest honor a Paso can receive. We never thought
Pastor’s rag-tag brood band would distinguish him with so many
babies of note. The other five Foundation Horses are Bolero LaCE,
Mar de Plata LaCE, Lucerito, Faeton LaCE and Hilachas.

The honors began tumbling in. Breyer Manufacturing Company
selected El Pastor as the model for the Paso Fino figure to be
sold across the nation in a box which bears his name. The Vice
President of Breyer, Peter Stone, actually visited our shabby, little
ranch in Ft. Lauderdale and rode our boy. No, we did not get a
royalty. We never thought to ask for one.
An infant PFOBA (the pre-cursor of PFHA) dignified Pastor with
the first Title of Proficiency ever given. The “first” engraved on that
lovely tray made it a unique achievement forever. Until the turn of
the century, first place meant silver awards. Pastor has enough
goblets, flasks, trays, tea sets, chafing dishes, carafes, bowls and
vases to keep Wright’s Silver Polish Company depression-proof –
at least if I cleaned the stuff.

Above: El Pastor Breyer Brochure 1976
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